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Abstract: Diversion is a crucial technique for effectively improving shale reservoir production by creating more complex fracture networks. Evaluating diversion effectiveness is necessary to optimize the parameters in hydraulic fracturing. Water hammer diagnostics, an emerging fracturing diagnosis technique, evaluate diversion effectiveness by analyzing water hammer signals. The water hammer attenuation, as indicated by the oscillation time, correlates with the complexity of fracture networks. However, it remains unclear whether the oscillation time is associated with diversion effectiveness. This paper elucidates the relationship between the water hammer oscillation time and diversion effectiveness by taking the probability of diversion and the treating pressure response as the evaluation criteria. Initially, a high-frequency pressure sensor was installed at the wellhead to sample the water hammer signals. Next, the oscillation times were determined using the feature extraction method. Simultaneously, the probability of diversion and the treating pressure response were calculated using the cepstrum error function and treating pressure curve, respectively. Then, the relationship between the oscillation time and diversion effectiveness was analyzed. Finally, a rapid judgment method for evaluating diversion effectiveness based on the water hammer oscillation time was proposed. The results indicated a negative correlation between the probability of diversion and the oscillation time, with higher probabilities resulting in lower oscillation times. The oscillation times exhibited a negative correlation with the treating pressure response, including the treating pressure increases and diversion pressure spikes, wherein a greater pressure differential led to lower oscillation times. Drawing from the statistics of a shale gas horizontal well in Sichuan, a better diversion effectiveness is associated with fewer oscillations, demonstrating a negative correlation between the diversion effectiveness and the oscillation time in water hammer signatures. Finally, a rapid judgment method for evaluating diversion effectiveness was proposed, utilizing the 95% confidence interval of the mean oscillation time. This paper offers useful insights into evaluating diversion performance in field cases.
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1. Introduction

Diversion is a significant hydraulic fracturing technique widely applied in the field [1–4]. Effective diversion can facilitate the formation of a more complex fracture network within the shale reservoir, thereby significantly enhancing oil and gas production [5]. Evaluating the diversion effectiveness is the foundation of optimizing fracturing parameters, ensuring an efficient and cost-effective reservoir reconstruction [6,7]. Therefore, evaluating diversion effectiveness is necessary in field applications.
The treating pressure response, encompassing treating pressure increases and diversion pressure spikes, is the main method to diversion effectiveness by identifying the sudden pressure increases or specific pressure features [4,8,9]. The treating pressure varies with the extension and complexity of fractures. If the diverters perform effectively, the flow resistance increases, resulting in a significant rise in the treating pressure. Water hammer fracture diagnostics [10], an emerging technique for fracturing diagnosis, evaluate the diversion effectiveness using the cepstrum analysis and error function of water hammer signals [11]. Water hammer, a sudden pressure pulsation occurring upon pump shutdown, propagates along the wellbore and interacts with fractures or other downhole events [12–14]. These interactions alter the pressure signal feature, conveying valuable subsurface information that can be identified using water hammer diagnostics [3,15–17]. The attenuation of the water hammer signal is an important feature to reflect the complexity of fractures, while the water hammer oscillation time is an intuitive manifestation of attenuation. Ciezobka [18] proposed a concept concerning water hammer decay, focusing on the energy absorbed by the fracture network when the pressure pulse passed through it. A larger fracture network size would result in a higher water hammer decay. Iriarte [19] suggested that a higher decay rate was associated with increased production. The authors pointed out that additional fractures or a larger fracture network would make the water hammer decay faster. Hu [20] considered a strong correlation between the decay rate of the water hammer and the fracture numbers. The formation of more fractures was associated with the higher decay rate of the water hammer [20,21]. The correlation between water hammer decay and the scale of the fracture network was demonstrated in the research conducted by the aforementioned scholars. In field applications, water hammer diagnosis is extensively utilized for evaluating diversion effectiveness [3,4,16,22–26]. Nevertheless, it remains unclear whether the oscillation time is associated with diversion effectiveness.

In this paper, we carried out an on-site test of diversion in Sichuan, China. First of all, a high-frequency pressure sensor was installed at the wellhead to sample water hammer signals. Second, the feature extraction method for water hammer oscillation times was used to quantify the oscillation times within the field-sampled signal. Simultaneously, the probability of diversion and the treating pressure response were calculated using the cepstrum analysis and error function and treating pressure curve analysis, respectively. Then, the relationship between the oscillation time and diversion effectiveness in fracturing was analyzed. Finally, a rapid judgment method for evaluating diversion effectiveness based on the water hammer oscillation times was proposed. This study offers useful insights into evaluating diversion effectiveness, thereby laying the groundwork for optimizing fracturing parameters.

2. Methods
Water hammer fracture diagnosis is an easy-operation, economical, and real-time method for fracturing diagnosis. The water hammer wave is generated under the inertia. When the pumping fluid is stopped quickly, the sudden change in the flow rate causes water hammer pressure pulsation in the wellbore. The water hammer wave propagates along the wellbore, reflecting and carrying the downhole event information back to the wellhead when it encounters downhole events. A high-frequency sensor is installed at the wellbore to record the water hammer signal [27]. The sample rate is 1000 Hz, and the monitoring is carried out throughout the diversion. The configuration, including the high-frequency pressure sensor, data acquisition, and analysis system, is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The equipment configuration. A pump truck is used to inject fracturing fluid. The water hammer will be generated when the pump track shuts down. The high-frequency sensor is installed at the wellhead to record the water hammer signal. The data acquisition and analysis system is used to process and analyze the sampled signals.

In this paper, the feature extraction of water hammer oscillation times was used to obtain the oscillation times, the cepstrum analysis and error function were used to calculate the probability of diversion, and the treating pressure response was used to obtain the treating pressure increase and diversion pressure spike.

2.1. The Feature Extraction of Water Hammer Oscillation Times

The feature extraction method for water hammer oscillation times described in this paper is as follows (shown in Figure 2): first, the water hammer signal is intercepted from 30 s before pump shutdown to the end of acquisition. Second, a lowpass filter is used for the intercepted signal to ensure a clear waveform. Third, mean normalization is used to eliminate the influence of the absolute treating pressure on the oscillation times, making a consistent criterion at each stage.

\[ p' = \frac{P - P_{\text{min}}}{P_{\text{max}} - P_{\text{min}}} \]  

Here, \( P \) is the original water hammer signal (MPa), and \( P' \) is the processed signal by mean normalization (zero dimension). The processed signal \( P' \) is shown in Figure 3. The period is denoted as the duration between the two peaks of the water hammer signal. The period (\( \text{Period}, \text{s} \)) represents the time required for the water hammer wave to complete a round trip in the wellbore, which is defined as one water hammer oscillation.

\[ \text{Period} = T_{P_2} - T_{P_1} \]  

Here, \( T_{P_2} \) and \( T_{P_1} \) (s) represent the times corresponding to the two peaks. The peak-to-peak value (\( V_{pp}, \text{zero dimension} \)) is the pressure difference between the peak and the valley.

\[ V_{pp} = P'_{\text{max}} - P'_{\text{min}} \]  

When the normalized peak-to-peak value is less than 0.025, it is considered that there is no water hammer oscillation.
This feature extraction method for water hammer oscillation times ensures a consistent criterion for counting the oscillation times at each stage.

\[ V_{pp} < 0.025 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

**Figure 2.** The feature extraction procedure of the water hammer oscillation times.

**Figure 3.** The processed water hammer signal and schematic diagram of oscillation times, including the defined period and peak-to-peak value.

### 2.2. The Cepstrum Analysis and Error Function

The cepstrum analysis is employed to analyze the diversion of the fluid acceptance zone, facilitating the evaluation of diversion effectiveness [15].

The calculation formula for the cepstrum analysis is as follows:

\[ \hat{x}(\tau) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int \log[|\int x(t)e^{j\omega t}dt|]e^{-j\omega \tau} d\omega \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( \tau \) is quefrency, with the characteristics of reflection time dimension; \( x(t) \) and \( \hat{x}(\tau) \) represent the signals in the time and quefrency domains. The water hammer signal was segmented into finite-length windows, and the cepstrum analysis was conducted. Integrating the cepstrum results of all windows, the cepstrogram of the water hammer was calculated. The cepstrogram serves as a visual representation of the water hammer cepstrum matrix (see Figure 4). The strong negative peak shown in Figure 4 is considered to be the downhole event response.
Figure 4. The cepstrum of the water hammer signal.

The following function was generated by taking the scalar product of vectors with different physical times ($t_i$ and $t_j$):

$$F_{ij} = V_{t_i,t} \cdot V_{t_j,t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $i, j$ corresponds to two different points at different physical times, and $\tau$ denotes a centroid of each vector in the reflection time domain. By summing all vectors with a different physical time, the function $F_\tau$, representing the reflection time, would be generated:

$$F_\tau = \sum_{ij} F_{ij} = \sum_{ij} V_{t_i,t} \cdot V_{t_j,t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The quefrency $\tau$ of the peaks in $F_\tau$ denotes the reflection time of downhole events. The reflection location is calculated by:

$$L = \frac{a \times \tau}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $L$ is the location of the reflection event (m), $a$ is the wave speed in the pipeline, and $\tau$ is the time when the pressure trend is changed. For the events before and during diversion with depths $L_1, L_2$ and errors $\sigma_1, \sigma_2$, we can calculate the probability of diversion using the error function (Erf), described as follows:

$$prob = \text{Erf} \left( \frac{|L_2 - L_1|}{\sqrt{2(\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2)}} \right) \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

For example, for the events “Diversion” and “Shutdown” (see Figure 5), $L_1 = 4903$ m, $L_2 = 4943$ m, $\sigma_1 = 46$ m, and $\sigma_2 = 37$ m. The calculation of the probability of diversion based on depths and errors suggests that the diversion probability between “Diversion” and “Shutdown” is $97.83\%$. 
Figure 5. Reflection depths of diversion and shutdown. The yellow scale is the perforation position (m). The blue square are dissolvable bridge plugs.

2.3. Treating Pressure Response

Monitoring the pressure response during diversion using a treating pressure curve analysis is a common method for evaluating the diversion effectiveness. The fluid injection causes the fractures to gradually expand, with the treating pressure fluctuating with the fracture extension and complexity. When a diverter is introduced into the fracture, the successful diversion results in a significant increase in the treating pressure. A notable rise in the treating pressure indicates an effective diversion performance by the diverter, which forces the fracturing fluid to redistribute, potentially forming new fractures in a different direction or extending existing ones. Therefore, the magnitude of the treating pressure increase makes it possible to evaluate the diversion performance (see Figure 6). During the diverter injection, if the diverter effectively works, the diversion pressure rises rapidly and reaches a pressure spike, which is usually called a diversion pressure spike. The diversion pressure spike is used to evaluate the diversion performance (see Figure 6).
3. Field Data Results and Discussion

3.1. Well Introduction

The on-site test for evaluating the diversion performance was carried out in two shale gas horizontal wells on the same platform in Sichuan. The details of the well condition and treating scheme are listed in Table 1. Zipper fracturing and the bridge-perforation completion method were used in both wells. The depth of well 1 is 6168 m, with a horizontal segment length of 2700 m. The diversion plan for well 1 comprises 32 stages, among which 2 stages did not undergo diversion, 21 stages underwent single-time diversion, and 9 stages underwent dual-time diversion. A conic diverter was applied in well 1. The depth of well 2 is 6396 m, with a horizontal segment length of 2706 m. The diversion plan for well 2 consisted of 31 stages, among which 1 stage did not undergo diversion, 19 stages underwent single-time diversion, and 11 stages underwent dual-time diversion. A spherical and powdered diverter was utilized in well 2. Similar reservoir and rock properties, well structures, and diversion treating modes were manifested in well 1 and well 2, which can reduce the influence of irrelevant variables. The conic diverter and spherical and powdered diverter in the two wells were employed to analyze the influence of the diverter type on the diversion effectiveness. Single diversion and dual diversion were employed in each well independently to analyze the influence of diversion times on the diversion effectiveness.

Table 1. Details of well condition and treating scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well Number</th>
<th>Well 1</th>
<th>Well 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir type</td>
<td>Shale</td>
<td>Shale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The method of hydraulic fracturing</td>
<td>Diversion fracturing and staged fracturing</td>
<td>Water hammer diagnostics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The method of fracturing diagnosis</td>
<td>Zipper fracturing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The method of treating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of well</td>
<td>6168 m</td>
<td>6396 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal segment length</td>
<td>2700 m</td>
<td>2706 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversion plan stages</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverter</td>
<td>Conic diverter</td>
<td>Spherical and powdered diverter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|-------------------------|----------------|---------------------------------
| No diversion            | 2              | 1                               |
| Single-time diversion   | 21             | 19                              |
| Dual-time diversion     | 9              | 11                              |

3.2. Results and Discussion

This section delves into the correlation between the water hammer oscillation time and diversion effectiveness from two aspects: (1) the association between the water hammer oscillation time and the probability of diversion calculated using the cepstrum analysis and error function; (2) the connection between the water hammer oscillation time and the treating pressure response obtained using a treating pressure curve analysis.

Firstly, the water hammer oscillation time dataset was quantified using the feature extraction method for oscillation times (Equation (1)–(4)), as shown in Figure 7a. The average oscillation times of well 1 and well 2 were 17.19 and 18.35, respectively. The oscillation time ranged from 2 to 27 in well 1 and from 2 to 28 in well 2. The 95% confidence intervals of the dataset mean, estimated using the normal distribution hypothesis [28], were [14.81, 19.56] and [15.92, 20.79], respectively. Secondly, the probability of diversion was calculated using the cepstrum analysis and error function (Equation (5)–(9)) as shown in Figure 7b. The average probabilities of diversion for well 1 and well 2 were 0.43 and 0.45, respectively. The 95% confidence intervals for the dataset means, estimated using the normal distribution hypothesis, were [0.33, 0.53] for well 1 and [0.34, 0.56] for well 2, respectively. Thirdly, the increases in the treating pressure and diversion pressure spikes were calculated using the treating pressure curve analysis (see Figure 7c,d). The average increases in the treating pressure for well 1 and well 2 were 2.21 and 1.71, respectively. The 95% confidence intervals for the dataset means, estimated using the normal distribution hypothesis, were [0.97, 3.45] for well 1 and [0.92, 2.45] for well 2, respectively. The average increases in the diversion pressure spikes for well 1 and well 2 were 1.37 and 0.87, respectively. The 95% confidence intervals for the dataset means, estimated using the normal distribution hypothesis, were [0.32, 2.41] for well 1 and [0.43, 1.30] for well 2, respectively. The results indicated that the average probability of diversion of well 1 and well 2 was similar, whereas the increases in the treating pressure and diversion pressure spikes of well 1 were higher than those of well 2. This discrepancy may be attributed to the conic diverter’s superior effectiveness compared to the spherical and powdered diverter, resulting in a more effective diversion performance in well 1.
Figure 7. The results statistics of well 1 and well 2: (a) the water hammer oscillation time dataset; (b) the probability of diversion using cepstrum analysis and error function; (c) the treating pressure increasing; (d) the diversion pressure spike.

The water hammer oscillation times are plotted on the x-axis, with the corresponding probability of diversion on the y-axis. The relationship between the water hammer oscillation time and the probability of diversion is illustrated in Figure 8. The results indicate a negative correlation between the water hammer oscillation times and the probability of diversion; that is, lower oscillation times correspond to a higher probability of diversion. The fitting curves for the oscillation time versus the probability of diversion were determined to be $y_1 = -0.029x + 0.934$ and $y_2 = -0.0353x + 1.139$. The upper limit of the 95% confidence interval for the mean value of the dataset was calculated using the normal distribution hypothesis, as shown in the yellow area in Figure 8, while values below the 95% confidence level are represented in the blue area. The results indicate that when the oscillation time is greater than 20.79, the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval for the mean value of the dataset is reached, and the points are more likely to fall in the yellow area, indicating a higher probability of diversion. On the contrary, when the oscillation times is less than 20.79, the points are more likely to fall in the blue area, indicating a lower
probability of diversion. Additionally, fewer oscillation times correspond to a higher probability of diversion. This may be due to changes in the main fluid acceptance zone between pre- and post-diversion.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8. The relationship between the oscillation time and the probability of diversion from the cepstrum analysis and error function in well 1 and well 2.

The water hammer oscillation times are plotted on the x-axis, with the corresponding treating pressure increases and diversion pressure spike on the y-axes, respectively. The relationship between the water hammer oscillation time and the treating pressure increase is shown in Figure 9a,b, while the relationship between the water hammer oscillation time and diversion pressure spike is shown in Figure 9c,d. The results indicate a negative correlation between water hammer oscillation times and the treating pressure response; the lower the oscillation time is, the higher the treating pressure increase and diversion pressure spike are. The fitting curves of the oscillation time versus the treating pressure increase were calculated as \( y_1 = 7.674e^{-0.0751x} \) and \( y_2 = 4.86e^{-0.0592x} \), and the fitting curves of the oscillation time versus the diversion pressure spike were calculated as \( y_1 = 2.838e^{-0.092x} \) and \( y_2 = 2.78e^{-0.070x} \). The upper limit of the 95% confidence interval for the mean value of the oscillation time and treating pressure response is shown in the yellow area in Figure 9, while values below the 95% confidence level are represented in the blue area. The results indicate that when the oscillation time is greater than 20.79, the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval of the mean value of the dataset is reached, and the points are more likely to fall in the yellow area, indicating a higher treating pressure increase and diversion pressure spike, resulting in a more effective diversion performance. On the contrary, when the oscillation time is less than 20.79, the points are more likely to fall in the blue area, indicating a poorer diversion performance. In general, lower oscillation times correspond to higher magnitudes of treating pressure increase and diversion pressure spike, indicating a higher probability of effective diversion. This may be because the effective performance of the diverter increases the liquid flow resistance in the wellbore–fracture–reservoir, resulting in the treating pressure increasing and the diversion pressure rising rapidly and reaching a peak after diversion.
Figure 9. (1) The relationship between oscillation time and treating pressure increase in well 1 and well 2. (2) The relationship between oscillation time and diversion pressure spike.

Additionally, it was observed in well 2 that the diversion performance of dual diversion was superior to that of single diversion, as evidenced by the higher probability of diversion, the higher treating pressure increase, and the higher diversion pressure spike. This may be attributed to the irregular size and shape of the spherical and powdered diverter, which can more effectively adapt to the fracture apertures of different sizes and shapes during diversion. Consequently, a stronger plugging effect and superposition effect are shown in dual diversion.

A negative correlation was observed between the water hammer oscillation times and the diversion effectiveness in both wells. This is because more complex fractures lead to the increased friction in the wellbore–fracture–reservoir, indicating a greater energy absorption capacity in complex fractures, resulting in a greater attenuation of the water
hammer signal. Therefore, a more effective diversion performance results in more complex fractures, leading to greater attenuation, presented as less water hammer oscillations.

3.3. A Rapid Judgment Method for Diversion Effectiveness Based on Oscillation Times

To analyze the relationship between the oscillation time and diversion effectiveness, a rapid judgment method for diversion effectiveness based on oscillation times was proposed in the shale reservoir. First, the feature extraction of the oscillation times is utilized in a field-sampled water hammer signal (Equation (1)–(4)). Second, the normal distribution hypothesis is used to calculate the 95% confidence interval of the mean value of the processed dataset. The upper limit of the confidence interval serves as a critical criterion for effectively evaluating the average oscillation time in a well.

\[
\bar{N} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} N_{pi}
\]

\[
s = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (N_{pi} - \bar{N})^2}{n-1}}
\]

Here, \( \bar{x} \) is the average oscillation time of all stages, \( n \) is the number of stages, \( N_{pi} \) is the oscillation time of the i-th stage, and \( s \) is the standard deviation of the dataset. We have obtained the critical condition (C) in the field cases.

\[
C = \bar{N} + Z \times \frac{s}{\sqrt{n}}
\]

Here, \( C \) is the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval of the mean value of the dataset, and \( Z \) is the critical value of the standard normal distribution. For 95% confidence,

\[
Z \approx 1.96
\]

When the oscillation time is greater than the critical condition \( C \), it is preliminarily determined that the diversion is effective at this stage. The probability of diversion effectiveness is as follows:

\[
prob_{OT} = \frac{C - N_{pi}}{C} \times 100\%
\]

where \( prob_{OT} \) is the probability of diversion effectiveness. This method can rapidly evaluate the probability of diversion effectiveness, being simple, intuitive, and field applicable.

4. Conclusions

The association between oscillation time and diversion effectiveness remains unclear in the current study. In this paper, the feature extraction method for water hammer oscillation times was proposed. Then, the correlation between the water hammer oscillation time and diversion effectiveness was clarified by taking the probability of diversion and the treating pressure response as the evaluation criteria. Finally, according to the analysis of the on-site test results, a rapid judgment method for diversion effectiveness based on the oscillation times was proposed.

The results indicated a negative correlation between the water hammer oscillation time and diversion effectiveness. Specifically, fewer oscillation times corresponded to a higher treating pressure increase, diversion pressure spike, and probability of diversion, indicating a higher likelihood of diversion effectiveness. This is attributed to lower oscillation times, representing higher friction and a greater energy absorption capacity in fractures, indicating a more complex fracture network.
The novel rapid judgment method for evaluating diversion effectiveness based on oscillation times was introduced for the first time. This method facilitates the rapid evaluation of the probability of diversion effectiveness, with its simplicity, intuitiveness, and applicability in the field. Nevertheless, further verification is required to ascertain its applicability in other lithological reservoirs.
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**Nomenclature**

- $p$: Original water hammer signal
- $p'$: Processed signal by mean normalization
- $P_{min}$: The minimum value of the original water hammer signal
- $P_{max}$: The maximum value of the original water hammer signal
- $P_{min}'$: The minimum value of the processed water hammer signal
- $P_{max}'$: The maximum value of the processed water hammer signal
- $T_{p1}, T_{p2}$: The time required for the water hammer wave to complete a round trip in the wellbore
- $V_{pp}$: The pressure difference between the peak and the valley
- $x(\tau)$: The cepstrum result of water hammer signal $P$
- $\tau$: The quefrcency, with the characteristics of the reflection time dimension
- $t_1, t_2$: Different physical times of intercepted water hammer signal
- $V_{i,1,\tau}, V_{j,1,\tau}$: Vectors with different physical times
- $F_{ij\tau}$: The scalar product of vectors with different physical times
- $F_i$: The function of the reflection time and energy magnitude
- $L$: The location of the reflection event
- $\sigma$: The location error
- $N$: Time
- $\bar{N}$: Time
- $n$: The number of stages in a well
- $N_{p1}$: The oscillation time of the i-th stage
- $s$: The standard deviation of the oscillation time dataset
- $C$: The critical condition
- $Z$: The critical value of the standard normal distribution
- $\text{prob}_{\text{d}}$: The probability of diversion effectiveness using the rapid judgment method for diversion effectiveness based on the oscillation times
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